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B-29/B-24 Squadron      

Officer & Staff Listing

Name Phone

If you would like to get scheduled on a Tour Stop as a Crew Member…  Contact the following:

B-29 Personnel Scheduling Officers
Archie (Pilots) Rick (FEs)                 

Steve (Scanners) See below for phone#'s

B-24 Personnel Scheduling Officers
Archie (Pilots) Rick (FEs)                 

Steve (Scanners) See below for phone#'s

If you are a New Member Looking to Get Plugged In or Want to Volunteer…  Contact the following:

Volunteer & New Member Coordinator Tim Colman 214-708-2279

Squadron Officers:
Squadron Commander Neils Agather 817-946-9950

Executive Officer Tom Travis 214-763-0147 

Adjutant & Personnel Officer Debbie King 469-688-1709

Safety Officer Steve Rabroker 469-387-6439

Operations Officer Archie Taylor 817-944-3226

Assistant Ops Officer Al Benzing 214-707-2726

Public Information Officer Kim Pardon 913-636-6250

Finance Officer Gerald Oliver 312-953-0357

Squadron Staff:
Administrative Manager Liz Vue 972-387-2924

Sr. Crew Chief Rick Garvis 972-380-8800

Crew Chief Ben Powers 214-277-3150

Facility Manager TBD TBD

B-24 Team:

B-24 Go Team Leader Al Benzing 214-707-2726

Diamond Lil  Century Club Chairman Toni Rabroker 972-740-4601

B-24 Volunteer MX Coordinator Steve Rabroker 469-387-6439

B-24 Flight Ops Coordinator Al Benzing 214-707-2726

B-29 Team:

B-29 Flight Ops Coordinator Archie Taylor 817-944-3226

B-29 MX Coordinator Rick Garvis 972-380-8800

B-29 Flight Engineer Coordinator Rick Garvis 972-380-8800

Stearman Team:

Stearman Flight Ops Coordinator Archie Taylor 817-944-3226

Stearman MX Coordinator Bill Goeken 817-308-1916

Squadron Volunteer Leaders:

The "Flyer " Newsletter Editor Kon Kelley 214-995-5184

Appearance Captain Henry Borderlon 972-406-0644

PX Co-Captain Rocky Smith 214-565-8562

PX Co-Captain Alma Smith 214-284-9128

Social Chairman Toni Rabroker 972-740-4601

Tours/Ride Desk/Marketing:

Tour Manager & Scheduling Jon Oliver 312-925-6184

Ride Desk Captain Mary Mount 209-605-4313

Tour Marketing Coordinator Kim Pardon 913-636-6250

B-29 / B-24 Squadron Directory
Position

Its FUN  to Volunteer

www.CAFB29B24.org www.AirPowerTour.org

Email

See below for e-mail addresses

See below for e-mail addresses

If you are a New Member Looking to Get Plugged In or Want to Volunteer…  Contact the following:

tpcolman@gmail.com

vnagather@agathertx.com 

tomtravis@aol.com 

squadadjutant@gmail.com 

rabroker@hotmail.com 

taylor2014@tx.rr.com

albenzing@gmail.com 

pardonb29@gmail.com 

gerald.oliver@yahoo.com

evue@cafhq.org

rgarvis@cafhq.org

f14_ad@yahoo.com

albenzing@gmail.com 

rabroker@hotmail.com 

rabroker@hotmail.com 

albenzing@gmail.com 

taylor2014@tx.rr.com

rgarvis@cafhq.org

rgarvis@cafhq.org

taylor2014@tx.rr.com

wk.goeken@verizon.net

konartist@verizon.net 

pixiee@sbcglobal.net 

diverock@hotmail.com 

alma@b29b24px.org

rabroker@hotmail.com

aphtwarbirds@gmail.com 

mgmount@aol.com

pardonb29@gmail.com 

B-29 / B-24 Squadron Directory

Its FUN  to Volunteer

www.AirPowerTour.org
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Squadron Report

Neils Agather

Squadron Leader

We are in the final stretch of the 2017 tour year. FIFI is 

performing well and work of Lil is proceeding. As I write 

this, FIFI just returned from Kelly AFB where she was well 

received by the citizens of San Antonio. I’m sure only a few 

of the many who came out to see FIFI know she spent a good 

amount of her active Air Force life in San Antonio at 

Randolph Field just a few miles north. She trained countless 

crews there. In the process, those crews scraped her tail skid 

thin; something our current crews, including me still do, 

though not all admit it. One more tour stop to go. Nellis AFB 

next week. 

So, knock on wood, we have had few mechanical issues this year after the Spring tour. This is a 

testament to Rick, Ben and the many volunteers who work on her. There is an ambitious winter 

maintenance plan. Next year’s tour will be a little less ambitious. Jon Oliver is doing a fine job of 

trying to tweak our tour strategy so that we can net the most funds for FIFI to continue her 

maintenance and airworthiness. It’s been a 40 year struggle that never gets easier, but a track 

record worthy of great pride.

Diamond Lil’s maintenance is coming along. We have funding for two engines; the bare minimum 

to get her in the air again. Thanks to Al Benzing, I am on the trail of a large gift for Lil. I hope to 

have an announcement soon. Stay tuned.

I have some very sad news to report, the passing of Mildred Freeman. She and her husband Bob 

were great partners and supporters. They planned a decade or more of tour stops. Much of what 

we do today i.e., how we tour was pioneered by them. When I was a new and a very much 

younger Squadron leader, they were extremely helpful to me. Our Squadron Tour Award is named 

after them. Best of all, they were good friends. Bob has been gone for many years and with 

Mildred’s passing it is the end of an era for me and the Squadron.

Please attend the Squadron end of year Chili Cook-Off meeting on the 18th, better yet, 

compete!! Also, be on the look-out for next year’s ground school plans. It will not be in 

February. Tentative plans are for next April 27-29.

Hope to see everyone soon.
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Flight Operations

Report
The Fall 2017 schedule is well under way. The Wings over 

Dallas Airshow was another big success. Many volunteers 

work very hard at all types of jobs making that event 

happen handling all types of issues. It’s funny because 

when you watch the volunteers they may be cooking 

hamburgers one minute then flying a B-29 an hour later. 

Thanks everyone for the excellent job of supporting the 

show.

New Orleans is always a fun time in the Big Easy. Once 

again a tremendous turn out for that event. FIFI, Wasp T-6, 

Stearman, The Bucket and many others turned out doing ride flights over the Voodoo music festival 

which had the city booked up on visitors. I wonder if anyone got to go for a ride on PT-305?  The 

new PT-Boat addition to The National WWII Museum.

I just got back from Meacham a hour ago watching FIFI arrive from the Airshow at Kelly AFB in 

San Antonio. A couple hundred thousand visitors were there to watch the Thunderbirds but 

probably mostly to see FIFI .

This Thursday, November 9, 

FIFI will fly to Nellis AFB in 

Las Vegas to celebrate 

Veterans Day. FIFI will fly 

during the Veterans Day 

Airshow as well as the 

Thunderbirds who will be 

closing out their year at 

homebase. They expect 

450,000 people for this 

celebration. It should be a 

great show. 

Thank you Brad Pilgrim for 

setting up those last two 

events at Kelly AFB and 

Nellis AFB this year.

Archie Taylor

Executive Officer

FIFI’s last night in NOLA Photo by Tom Gibbs
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Training & Safety 

Report

Steve Rabroker

Safety Officer

Photo by Kevin Hong

Always remember:  “IF THE JOB IS DONE RIGHT, IT IS SAFE”.

Well here we are again, the close of another tour season.  It’s 

Halloween, the last day of October, and now we’re looking 

straight at the Holiday season.

With the completion of the New Orleans Air, Land & Sea 

Festival, the Air Power History Tour has made a total of 31 

stops this year.  This is a feat in itself, but when you realize 

that all of this was accomplished with no major safety issues, 

it really raises the bar.  

I would like to thank all of our Squadron members who were involved, for performing in such a 

professional manner.  You can be as proud of your performance as the Squadron is proud of you.  

I hope to see all of you at the Annual Squadron Meeting/Chili Cook-off on November 18th.  If 

anyone has any thoughts, ideas or issues pertaining to safety, please contact me at:  

rabroker@hotmail.com

PS – I’m working on my chili recipe!

Did you find us a new judge for the Chili Cook-Off?…….hehe Kon

mailto:rabroker@hotmail.com
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Financial Report

Respectfully submitted,

Gerald Oliver

Finance Officer

Finance Report through October 2017

It was a lot of fun to be back on the ramp for the New Orleans 

WWII Air, Sea and Land Festival.  This is a joint venture event 

between the B-29 / B-24 Squadron, the National WWII 

Museum and the Greater New Orleans Sports Foundation.   

The museum is located in New Orleans and is a great place to 

visit.  All who follow the events and history of WWII must go
at some point.   This year 

the museum included their 

newly restored PT-305 as 

part of the show.   The boat 

is moored at a slip in Lake. 

Pochchartrain, which is next to the Lakefront Airport.   

A highlight for me was the chance to meet and speak with 

Gary Sinise.   He brought a number of WWII veterans to visit 

the Museum and airshow and is doing great work through his 

foundation  www.GarySiniseFoundation.org

Presented below are the financial results through October.   As you can see, the slow start to the 

year has put us behind.   Cash as the end of the year will be around $250,000.   This is over 

$280,000 below where we started the year.   The officers have made some adjustments in spending, 

but your continued support of the Squadron is greatly appreciated (and needed).    Thank you…

http://www.garysinisefoundation.org/
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B-24 Go Team Report

In September 2012, Neils asked me to head a team that 

would focus on the B-24 earning her keep. Over these past 

five years there has been a lot of effort by dedicated 

members of the ‘B-24 Go Team’ with strong support from 

others in the Squadron – in helping Lil do just that. Toni & 

Steve Rabroker and Konley Kelley in particular have been 

innovative, energetic – and successful - in supporting Lil.

The abbreviated tour period as well as the lengthy periods in 

maintenance were unexpected, but we have 

persevered. Thanks to the Mx Volunteers and Crew Chiefs 

who have spent countless hours on repairs and upgrades, Lil 

is in excellent shape.  We are optimistic that all engines will 

be on and Lil will be flying a tour season in 2018.

While the 'Go Team' was designed to focus energy on a 

specific challenge, there is a natural lifespan for this type of 

effort.  The team has discussed and decided that as we look 

toward touring once again, the more effective way to support 

Diamond Lil is for the B-29/B-24 Squadron Officers, Staff 

and Volunteers to make all decisions for operating Lil, in the 

same way as for FIFI.

This is my last Go Team article, but The Flyer will continue 

to highlight news for Lil, as well as FIFI.  The highly 

successful Diamond Lil Century Club has been the source of 

financial survival for Lil, and will continue as an independent 

effort within the Squadron; and of course the maintenance 

work will be, as always, under the normal Squadron 

structure.

It has been a distinct honor to be a part of this team and I will 

continue to be a strong proponent for Lil in other Squadron 

roles.

Thank YOU for supporting Diamond Lil!

Al Benzing 

Assistant Flight Ops Officer 

B-24 Go Team Leader 

214-707-2726

albenzing@gmail.com

Photo by Kevin Hong

mailto:albenzing@gmail.com
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An update from

Toni Rabroker
Diamond Lil Century Club Chairperson

As we look back over the months of 2017, it 

really was a pretty good year for Lil, even 

though she never got out of the hanger.  

“How is this” -- you ask?  Starting with the 

12 Planes campaign at the end of last year, 

and finishing with the recent “24 for the 

24” Campaign, we have been able to 

achieve enough funding for two new 

engines for Diamond Lil. Here is a recap of 

the campaign efforts:

Although we have already spent a good amount of these funds on the two new engines, along with 

painting the interior, carburetor and prop overhauls, we are still in need of one more engine, plus 

hopefully a spare.  I want to THANK YOU ALL SO VERY MUCH for continuing to support Diamond Lil

as we strive to get her back in the air!        

Toni Rabroker

Diamond Lil Century Club Chairman
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Member News
October, 2017

Squadron member 

Konley Kelley’s folks 

sent this picture of Rosie 

the Riveter from the 

annual Scarecrow 

Festival in Cambria, CA.  

WWII veteran and 

Marine, Don Graves 

was guest speaker at 

the Squadron monthly 

meeting in September

Find us on

http://www.b29b24px.org/

Rick Garvis

B-29 Mx 

972-380-8800

rgarvis@cafhq.org

Steve Rabroker

B-24 Mx 

469-387-6439

Rabroker@hotmail.com

Get your Christmas gifts and gear at the 

Squadron Px:

W I N T E R   M A I N T E N A N C E 

If you have any membership questions, please feel 

free to contact me at squadadjutant@gmail.com

Dues and new member apps can be mailed to: 

Debbie King

13562 Braemar Drive

Dallas, Texas 75234

B29/B24 Squadron Adjutant

469-688-1709

Membership Info

Save the date for B-29 Ground School.

April 27 - 29, 2018

Recurrent flight training will begin April 30 - May 4th.

Attention scanners. New scanner training will take place 

during these flights. If you are a new scanner, take this 

opportunity to get your scanner training well underway.

Information regarding registration, location, and ground 

school documents will be sent after the first of the year

B-29 Ground School 2018

http://www.b29b24px.org/
mailto:rgarvis@cafhq.org
mailto:Rabroker@Hotmail.com
mailto:squadadjutant@gmail.com
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mailto:rabroker@hotmail.com
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Volunteer Spotlight

Bud Calley

I’m not from an aviation family, in fact no one I know of in my 

family had any interest in flying.  My father, even though he was a 

flight surgeon/Internist, refused to fly.  He said they could send him 

anywhere but he would not get in an aircraft. He observed when they 

returned only one engine would be working or two props might not 

be turning.  I have four brothers and sisters, all with no interest in 

aviation.  In fact my mother was offered free pilot lessons in return 

for being used as advertising for aviation  “ Mother of  5 learns to fly 

and takes to the sky “   No interest there .

But all things have a beginning and my interest in aviation began 

with a simple visit from one of my father’s friends.  He came to visit
in an airplane, a high wing 4 seater and he offered to take us kids for a ride.  I was probably 6 years old and 

climbed in the backseat.  I don’t even remember the engine noise or the smell of the airplane or even who flew 

with me.   I just remember looking out the window as we flew over our house and looking at the cars and people 

down below.  It was the greatest experience of my life, and that first flight I can still see as clear today as that day, 

and from that point on…flying burned a hole in my pocket.   

I was not able to take flying lessons until I went away to college at UT Austin.  And unbeknownst to my Mom  and 

Dad, I squandered any money they sent me and added my own and started flying 152’s , 172’s some piper low 

wings and bummed rides and friendships all around Robert Mueller Airport.  I’m not a high time pilot and have no 

military or corporate aviation experience.  I have about 180 hours SEL and some odd experiences in  a Varga 

Kachina, Navion, G A Tigers, Aztec, Piper Navaho Panther, Aero Commander and even 30 minutes in a Hughes 

turbine helicopter all because people love flying and were willing to give me a chance to get in the air and enjoy 

what they love to do and wanted to share that with me.  I will always be thankful for their willingness to place my 

feet on a path that included aviation and peek my interest in flying. 

I continued to fly in Austin while earning a bachelor’s and 

master’s degree in Biology, Cell Biology and Botany with a 

minor in Aerospace Engineering.  The flying was usually late 

in the evening or afternoon and even though that airport was 

mixed use, I was often the only one in the late evening doing 

touch and goes ( and I would practice forever until I got it 

perfect ).  I’m sure the tower crew got pretty sick of me so 

they would wait until I touched down then they would call 

me and change the active runway and then wait and see what 

I would do.  I would flutter around and finally call for help 

and they would laugh and direct me with turns to the active 

and then I would keep going.  Once as a student prior to any

cross country training, they were trying to secure and land the Goodyear Blimp and it was gusting to 35 knots 

The thing was all over the middle of the field and the tail was pushing onto the runways and the tower told

With a Doxie (1976)
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all of us stupid people in the air ( mostly me ) doing touch and goes to leave the airport and I was told to just go 

south.  Well, I was a student pilot and was not to leave the airport vicinity but I headed south and they promptly 

forgot about me and off I went on my first unplanned cross-country.  I finely got concerned and called and they 

jumped at the chance to save the student and get me back safe.  I loved those days in the evening air with the sun 

low and I seemed to have the sky to myself in my little Cessna and could not have been happier. 

Well, academia is a great and safe place, but we all have to put on our big boy and girl pants and make a living.  

During the confusion of transition, I found and married the Love of my life.  Debbie was also a UT graduate and 

was a teacher with a specialty in and a very dedicated passion for Special Education which has helped her 

immensely in coping with me.  We were married in 1976 and have been happy ever since.  Her gentle nature and 

absolute overboard support for me and our kids has allowed me the opportunity to switch careers and enjoy a 

passion for flying and has given me well-needed stability in the hectic world of medicine.  She has taught me to be a 

better teacher, a better husband and a better friend.  I owe her more than I can express.

I worked for eight years as a factory specialist for Olympus Corporation involving clinical instruments and 

microscopes providing guidance to a four state area involving schools and industry including the semiconductor 

industry and other medical schools.  I joined the EAA and became a photographer for our local chapter and started 

building my own airplane a Thorp T 18 as there was a lot of interest in our chapter and great expertise and 

willingness to help in getting started. Debbie was very understanding giving up much of the garage for the project 

and giving me support for my interest in aviation.  

During those years I flew to Oshkosh four times once in a 170 A 

model Cessna with no radios (that is another story) .  I moved 

along pretty well on the project until I decided to go to medical 

school and our son William (also a CAF and B-29/B-24 Squadron 

member ) was born and my daughter Kathryn soon followed. You 

would think as a doctor in training that I would know what caused 

these kids to be born! However, I could not imagine my life 

without them and they are a blessing to me every day.  Time and 

money got really and suddenly tight and I had to give the project 

away and focus on medical school.  That pretty much ended my 

flying for quite a while.

And now for the CAF story.  As a family physician, I 

have been blessed with many wonderful patients I 

learn from and inspire me.  Well, two of my patients 

who have become the greatest of friends are Steve 

and Toni Rabroker.  I think you can guess what 

happened next.  “Oh Doc, you have to come out to 

DEA for the airshow” which I did in October 2013 

and 2014.  I was hooked and joined CAF and the B-

29/B-24 Squadron.  This has been a great 

opportunity for me to get back into aviation and meet 

the most wonderful people in all the world.  The last 

three or so years with the Squadron, I have been 

slowly pulling my way back into flying and I hope I 

will have everything in order soon to really get 

going. In the meantime, I love working on the planes

Ross Martin, Bud and son William.

With Toni and Steve Rabroker.
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If the flying burned a hole in my pocket, the maintenance on the planes has mended and patched that hole.  I love 

working around the house and provide all of the maintenance to the pool and house.  I don’t let anything get by and, 

if it is not right, I will research that issue and fix things.  If you tell me it can’t be done, just give me a day or two 

and I feel that I can have a solution for you.  I have no delusions of grandeur and am happiest providing assistance 

to the guys who know what to do and how to get it right.  I enjoy pulling, polishing, cleaning, lifting, or taking apart 

and putting back together anything that is needed to help out.  In fact volunteering is very easy for me I just do 

whatever Toni asks me to do and help Steve lift all of the heavy stuff!!!  

One of my biggest frustrations is that I’m not yet a certified scanner on the B-29 or B-24. With my work schedule it 

is very difficult to take the time off for training and be away from my practice and patients. But with the help now 

of my son who has joined me in practice, I am able to get away more often and hope to earn my black and red flight 

crew caps and help out with all of the hard work on tour and the ride desk. 

That brings me to the people.  As David reminded us, we 

come for the planes but we stay because of the people…..If 

the flying burns a hole in the pocket, and the maintenance 

patches that hole then the people in the Squadron and the 

CAF are the clothes that I wear.

At Wings over Dallas, I was flipping burgers with Tom and 

Greg and Rudy and other wonderful and helpful people, and 

through the smoke and flames I was watching the planes fly 

by.  As they flew past the hanger, I followed them and my 

gaze ended in the hanger.  I started to marvel at what I saw. 

There were all of the volunteers that were coming in from 

the hot sun and the jobs that they were performing, and 

further out were Lisa , Kon, Toni, Steve and so many others 

making all of this work.  All helping each other and offering 

words of encouragement and bottles of water and a quick 

friendly story of past airshows and their life events and how 

we were going to do better than any time before.  I started to 

get emotional and wanted to thank them all for being here to 

honor our past and keep these old birds in the air, but more 

than that, to love and care about each other and cherish 

whatever it was that also brought them here at this time to 

bring this event to life for all of us to enjoy. These wonderful 

aircraft are so powerful and loud and everyone is compelled 

to look up when they fly by, but the power and energy of 

these people is no less than what you see and feel in the air, 

and there power to accomplish impossible tasks on” a wing 

and a prayer” and at a moment’s notice is also truly amazing.  

Maybe I’m getting soft as I age but I could not imagine a better group of people to age with, and I think as wine 

gets better with age, so do we.  I’m not sure beer ages in the same way, but an ice cold beer in the hanger is a pretty 

good thing after a long day and after the planes are all safely put away and all of the chairs and tables and 

equipment are stowed appropriately.  We can sit for a moment with each other and know that we did a great job.  

Maybe my feet ache from all of the standing but I know my heart feels better and warmer and I hope I did a good 

job for all of them as well.

Bud, Rudy and Tom

With crew in NOLA (2016)
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On a personal note:

Despite all of the words and run on sentences, I’m sorry to admit 

that I’m not a very good conversationalist.  I am easily 

embarrassed in conversations and am terrible at names.  If you 

corner me after a long day or at the ride desk, please be kind and 

I hope that you can keep a conversation going or it is going to be 

short.  We doctors just finish everyone’s sentences for them in 

order to get to the point you know.  The people in this Squadron 

have reached out to encourage me and have gone out of their way 

to help bring me along.  I can see their interest and willingness to 

teach and support me and the other members in every word and 

every twinkle in their eyes and then OMG the stories start... and 

No Truit I have not had a Hyena eat the tail wheel off of my 180.  

But that is a story from Branson, just ask Jonathan.

In this Squadron you cannot turn in any direction without there 

being someone to listen to you or reach out to help you or offer 

guidance to you!   I hope all of you realize how special you are 

and how fragile this time is. I know I cannot even start to repay 

all that has been done for me….I just hope that I can continue to 

volunteer!

Sincerely with Heartfelt thanks,

W. A. Bud “Doc” Calley

Bud and friends at ride desk in NOLA (2016).
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David O’Connor

David O’Connor David O’Connor David O’Connor
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Konley Kelley Raymond Jeffcoat

David O’Connor Raymond Jeffcoat

Toni Rabroker

Toni Rabroker AWAW
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AW AW

David O’Connor

Nik Coleman
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Gerald OliverGerald Oliver

Gerald Oliver Gerald Oliver Gerald Oliver

Gerald Oliver Gerald Oliver

Bud Calley Bud Calley

Crew members Bud 

Calley, Steve Rabroker, 

Henry Bordelon, Toni 

Rabroker, Steve 

Shapiro with WASPs 

(alongside Toni) Bee 

Haydu (96) R and 

Shirley Kruse (95) L.
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Book Review

The Mighty 8th at War
The missions, the aircraft, the full story 

told by the men who were there

By Chris McNab / Metro Books 2017

By Konley Kelley
I made a great find at Barnes & Noble the other day.  The 
Mighty 8th at War:  The missions, the aircraft, the full story told 
by the men who were there by Chris McNab/Metro Books.  This 
expands my collection of coffee table-worthy books about the 
subjects that interest me most – WWII and military aircraft.  

You will find everything you want to know about the 8th AF in 
this book.  It is divided between the history of the 8th, missions 
and life in the service.  Accompanying the text are hundreds of 
B&W/color photos, shots of uniforms, logs, manuals, diagrams, 
facts/figures, equipment, ammunition, personal items - you 
name it.  I particularly like the recruiting/propaganda posters, 
and cartoons of the day.  The layout is rich and a pattern of 
design common to all of the books in this series from Metro 
Books.  I liken it to a “museum-feel” packaged in a book.  

Several of you may have the other books in the 
“Combat Missions” series.  I’ve seen the B-29 and B-
24 books in the possession of fellow Squadron 
members.  If you like those books, you will love the 
Mighty 8th– the same quality and 2x the content.  

One of our celebrated Squadron members, WWII 
veteran and B-29 AC, Charles Chauncey has a tie to 
the B-29 book.  The middle B-29 on the book’s cover 
is Chauncey’s Goin’ Jessie.  I’ve personally been 
collecting B-29 veteran signatures in my book and the 
others in my collection.

The true reason I treasure these books is the cover 
art.  Each cover features a painting by aviation artist 
legend, Roy Grinnell.  Roy lives in the Dallas area.  I 
have the pleasure of visiting with Roy and his wife, 
Irene.  You can see more of Roy’s work at 
www.roygrinnell.com

I think you’ve definitely got something worthy of 
your Christmas list if you were good this year  Roy and me at Hobbytown

Cover art by Roy Grinnell from my collection of books actually pictured on my coffee table.

http://www.roygrinnell.com/
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Jordan Belt
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WANTED

Do you have a spectacular picture taken this year that captures 

the mission of the CAF B-29/B-24 Squadron?  We’ll run a 

photo album of the best pictures of 2017 in the Nov/Dec issue.  

Please limit your submissions to 1-2 pictures.  The Editor will 

select his favorite of the year.  Last year the submissions were 

so good two pics got the top nod.

Send pics to Flyer Editor

konartist@verizon.net

Deadline for submission:  12/15/17 

Gerald Oliver

Your BEST pictures of 2017

mailto:konartist@verizon.net
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Editor’s  Corner
“Building a 12 ft. aircraft carrier for WOD”

By Konley Kelley

What toy did you want the most when 

you were a kid?  I finally got mine baby.  

A 12 ft. aircraft carrier with a zipline so 

you can land planes.

I wanted to do something special for the 

Education Hangar at Wings Over Dallas 

this year.  Inspired by a 1:700 model kit I 

built of the USS Yorktown, I proposed the 

idea of building a 1:72 aircraft carrier to 

my friend Al Sutherland.  Al is always 

working on his home and has a great 

workshop in his garage.  He is also a 

retired 10 year Navy veteran.

He enlisted the help of a friend, Lyle 

Biddinger.  Just prior to joining our 

project, Lyle did a Tiger Cruise with his 

son serving on the USS Carl Vinson.  

We started with my blueprints and came 

up with some creative ideas.  Al 

proposed interlocking boards to hold the 

five panel sections.  He used business 

card magnets to hold the 20” x 30” 

artwork mounted on posterboards to the 

panels.  For the five sections, I created 

the flight deck including a version with a 

“shuffleboard” target and one without.  

We also put caster wheels on the boards 

and hooks so we could grab the stern 

with poles to move it side-to-side and 

make landing a bit more challenging.  

With this being approximately 1:72 

scale, we added scale models of a 

Doolittle Raider (we changed our carrier 

into the Hornet) and some Wildcats.  

Heavier diecast aircraft worked best for 

the zipline of unbreakable spiderline.
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You are welcome to contribute a story, photographs and artwork for this decades-old newsletter.  

If you are a veteran, please tell us your story.  Squadron members continually meet veterans at 

the hangar, on tour and in everyday life – let us know their stories.   We’re also looking for 

contributors for “This Month in History” and news spotlighting our aircraft and members.  

Thank you and 

“Keep ‘Em Flying!”

Konley Kelley

THE FLYER editor

konartist@verizon.net

The flyer WANTS YOU!

Over 600 kids did the zipline at WOD.  My 

thanks to Squadron member, Ross Martin.  He 

made little stickers for each pilot trainee (how we 

counted kids) and graphics – as well as coming in 

his flight suit and aviator shades.  Ross worked 

the carrier zipline all three days of the event.

The diecast planes took a beating.  Ross found 

some lanyard clips that worked much better than 

paperclips to attach the planes to the zipline.

Near the big carrier, Ken Kovar put together a 

nice display of aircraft models and I provided a 

collection of 1:700 carriers so attendees could see 

these ships side-by-side and learn their fates.  

The Hornet is coming out of drydock for the 

McKinney Aviation Academy Fall Expo on 11/11.  

Contact me if you want to ship out with us. 

mailto:konartist@verizon.net
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B-29 / B-24 Squadron
Mailing Address:

PO Box 763577

Dallas, TX 75376

United States of America

Street Address:

5661 Mariner Drive

Suite 2924

Dallas Executive Airport

Dallas, TX 75237

www.cafb29b24.org

www.AirPowerTour.org

972-387-2924 (Hangar)

432-413-4100 (Ride Desk)

http://www.cafb29b24.org/
http://www.airpowertour.org/

